Your On-Demand Business Music, Video, A/V and Security Provider
Our passion is your freedom. Let our custom music

From

background

messaging

to

music

and

audio/video

integration, PCM Technologies is
your on-demand business music,
video

and

security

selections liberate the essence of your brand.

provider.

Specialists in augmenting the
acoustic and visual ambiance
of hotels, restaurants and retail

Visit our website to see our full lineup of music

MUSICbox Overview

categories and for a sample of our custom music

MUSICbox is a music and messaging system that also

packages and playlists.

doubles as an in-house marketing tool. MUSICbox can

Auto Play Lists
MUSICbox can automatically create a play list
for you based on your listening preferences. For
example, choose the Top 100 hits from Retro, Rock
and R&B between the years 1999-2005. You give it

Volume and Weather

telephone messaging and music-on-hold…all from one

All songs on MUSICbox are normalized so they play

system. With your MUSICbox, you can find any song

at the exact same volume levels; you’ll never have

within ‘3-clicks’ and can choose to play a song once, or a

to run to your amplifier again.

thousand times….it’s your choice.

What about the weather? Poor or adverse weather
conditions can play havoc with digital satellite
signals.

With MUSICbox, the weather outside

doesn’t affect the ambiance inside; you’re in power

sound for your brand and increase

as long as there is power.

atmosphere
business.

in

your

www.PCMusic.ca

control the audio/visual

easiest and most versatile system available.

Good things do come in small packages!

PCM Technologies is here to help. We provide 247 Technical Support and warranty the hardware for
the life of your initial contract.
Want to get more out of your system? Our products
come equipped with Video Tutorials and you can

Advanced Scheduling
With our intuitive scheduling interface, you can
control the type of music played at different times
of the day (i.e. day-parting).
For instance, based on the flow of your business,
you can tell the system to play Light Jazz from 11am

Powerful User Management

external USB Hard Drive that utilizes your existing

With the flexibility of MUSICbox, you can restrict

computer to deliver your business music and

users from any of the features, songs and/or genres

messaging. Connecting to your PC through a simple

on the system. Rest assured that only approved

USB connection…setup only takes minutes.

music is played and the integrity of your business’
ambiance is upheld. Even in your absence, you are

With all the same features and functionality of

in control.

MUSICbox; it’s a small, light, easy to install and cost

till 5pm, and have it automatically switch to Lounge

effective alternative to our full system…if you have

from 5pm till closing…it’s your choice.

Volume Scheduling
Volume Scheduling automatically enables MUSICbox
to raise or lower the volume by time of day. Each
sound zone has its own Volume Scheduler, so you
can automate the volume levels across your entire
location.

high speed internet and an existing PC with a sound

Sessions.

The Music
of contact; how consumers experience the business and
how your brand comes to life.
Freedom of choice is power over your brand. MUSICbox,
the most versatile system on the market, gives you ondemand access to the greatest music of all time and the
newest hits of today!

an unwavering message. With the Chain Manager,
you can remotely manage unlimited MUSICboxes
from a central (head office) location thereby
controlling exactly what gets played throughout the
‘franchise’. Develop a sound unique to
your brand and ensure that it is
played at all locations.

also participate in our free On-line Webinar Training

Songs paint musical landscapes. It’s about the quality

PCM

Technologies recognizes your needs and we create

A brand is only as strong as its consistent delivery of

24-7 Support

can change the way you

MUSICbox HD Overview

Chain Management

system!

products and how they

pre-programmed music for the next year; it’s the

the parameters…MUSICbox will do the rest.

revenues - all from one

on our versatile family of

Everything from updating new music, to playing

solutions that work for you. MUSICbox HD is an

chain-wide) promotions and specials, and play recorded

allows you to create a signature

the latest information

Our systems can be completely automated.

play up to 54 zones of music, advertise internal (or

environments, PCM Technologies

Visit PCMusic.ca for all

Completely Automated

card, MUSICbox HD is the perfect choice for you.

VIDEObox Overview
Are you looking for a solution to augment the visual ambiance of your business? Whether you are
interested in entertaining your patrons with music videos, or would like a cost-effective way to
showcase corporate promotional video content, VIDEObox is the solution for you.
VIDEObox is the first on-demand music video delivery service that allows you to play your favourite
music and music videos…when you want. VIDEObox has all the functionality of MUSICbox with
the added feature of playing music videos and corporate videos on your TV’s, Plasma’s, LCD’s or
Projectors.

Promotions
Use your MUSICbox to market to your customers.

VIDEObox gives you access to thousands of hits and live concert performances. As well, VIDEObox

MUSICbox Features

The Promotions feature lets you play your own

can play videos in one area while playing music in others.

Sound Zoning

interval. It’s a fantastic tool that will keep your

With VIDEObox you can have your own corporate TV network. Play your own corporate content

You can play Jazz in the restaurant, Classic Rock at

customers informed about your specials, new

where and when you want. All content can be controlled centrally from head office, locally on site,

the bar and Easy Listening for your Music on Hold…

products and features…without compromising the

or a combination of the two. All content is distributed through high-speed download or monthly

all at the same time. MUSICbox can play up to 54

integrity of your welcoming environment.

DVD updates.

simultaneous sound zones from one unit.

promotional content at a specific time or song

Audio/Video Integration
The world of multimedia technology is vibrant, with

Who’s in Control of your Brand?
SECURITYbox
The need for Digital Surveillance Systems is on the forefront of many companies’ design plans.
SECURITYbox is a DVR (Digital Video Recorder) Surveillance system, offering remote monitoring cameras
(via Internet), allowing you to record what is happening in your business 24x7. The presence of a DVR
serves many purposes. In addition to the obvious benefits of a security system, SECURITYbox is the
preferred tool in helping to maintain quality control (brand standards) and acts as a deterrent for employee

It’s about the quality of contact.
PCM Technologies captures the essence
of your business and liberates the spirit
of your brand.

the landscape evolving at a rapid pace of change. PCM
Technologies is constantly researching and evaluating
new technology and newly marketed A/V equipment.
We promise that whether the system comprises tried-and-true equipment, or the most advanced
cutting-edge technology....PCM will make sure it’s right for your needs.
We have a team of experienced, trained professionals providing solutions for a comprehensive
range of applications; components, design and expertise for seamless audio/visual systems
integration, for any sized business. PCM Technologies understands that your A/V system needs
are unique; we will provide a complete resource of products and services applicable to your

misconduct.

Don’t take the visual and acoustic
ambiance in your business for granted…
take control.

business.

Are you interested in spicing things up a little bit? Our
EYEcandy is just what you need to bring a little visual
appeal to the music playing. EYEcandy is high-definition, real time artwork that “dances” to
the rhythm of the music. Our commercial grade, high-definition visualizations are captivating
and mesmerizing like nothing else.
EYEcandy can be combined with VIDEObox or MUSICbox. Experience a creative exuberance of
You can have up to 16 cameras from one SECURITYbox and view all the cameras and playback (with audio)
from anywhere in the world. PCM Technologies affords you the piece of mind in being able to access your
business…even in your absence. Our CCTV camera surveillance systems consist of a variety of packages…
each composed for your unique needs! Every business is different and the security needs of our customers
vary from one to the next, so we customize each system to fit your security needs.
PCM Technologies is a holistic solution provider. As a premium solution, SECURITYbox can also be combined
with MUSICbox or VIDEObox, to save space and money, while enhancing the complete ambiance of your
business.

PCM Technologies Inc. (Canada)
121 Bradwick Drive, Unit 1, Concord ON L4K 1K5, Canada
Toll Free: 866-284-3269
PCM Technologies LLC (USA)
2804 Centre Circle Drive, Downers Grove, IL 60515, USA
Toll Free: 866-495-8863
E-mail: info@PCMusic.ca

Web: www.PCMusic.ca

the mind…

